
  

 

AGEN - 26 June 

Race 1 

1. FUNNY GUY - 2L second in a stronger level grass walk up on reappearance. Contender eased in class 

for autostart debut. Runs barefoot. 

2. FLORA TARTIFUME - 6L fifth in this company three starts ago. Place claims running barefoot. 

3. FANFARO BELLO - Two placings from seventeen autostarts. Others have achieved more. 

4. FAVORI DU JAYLE - 4.5L eighth when last seen in this grade of an autostart. Others preferred. 

5. FURIOSO DREAM - Shock winner of a stronger grass walk up on second outing since resuming. 

Unlikely to replicate back in an autostart. 

6. FRANCEVILLE - Unplaced in four autostarts. Hard to enthuse. 

7. FILOU NICAUX - 0.75L runner up in a grass walk up 20 days ago. Not dismissed on best autostart 

form. Races barefoot. 

8. FIGHTER PERRINE - One placing from seven autostarts. Others make more appeal. 

9. FORTUNA ROSE - Successful in this grade of a mounted race last December. Unlikely to feature back 

in an autostart after a break. 

10. FIDJI SHORE - 19L defeat in a stronger grade Marseille-Borely autostart sixteen days ago. Place 

chance down in class. 

11. FIRA - Two wins from previous three walk ups and holds a superb record without shoes. Go close. 

12. FIGARO GRAVE - 7L eighth in a similar class Toulouse autostart four outings ago. Others preferred. 

13. FILOU DE SITA - Improved 1.75L fourth in a higher grade autostart at Toulouse eighteen days ago. 

Not ruled out without shoes. 

14. FORZA DIGEO - Failed to complete in three starts since resuming. Has ability but frustrating. 

15. FLICKA DU PERCHE - 37 race maiden who finished third in a weaker Bordeaux walk up eleven days 

ago. Not expected to feature. 

Summary 

FIRA (11) arrives in top form after two walk up wins from previous three starts. Entitled to go close with 

an excellent record without shoes back in an autostart. FUNNY GUY (1) should feature in the finish after 

a 2L runner up in a higher level grass walk up on reappearance. Debuts in a winnable autostart. FILOU 

NICAUX (7) holds each way claims on best autostart form and FIDJI SHORE (10) could sneak into the 

placings eased in grade. 

Selections 

FIRA (11) - FUNNY GUY (1) - FILOU NICAUX (7) - FIDJI SHORE (10)  



  

 

Race 2 

1. ESTA BIEN - 5.25L seventh in this class on penultimate outing at Marseille-

Borely prior to a DQ. Others preferred. 

2. ESPIT CHUPITOS - Two placings from nine autostarts to date. New shoeing 

combination could spark progress. 

3. EDDY DES MULOTTES - Unplaced in all five autostarts. Hard to enthuse. 

4. ELIXIR DU GILET - DQ in a mounted event thirteen days ago. Could improve 

back in driven company for a place role. Runs barefoot. 

5. EDELZWIKER - Fair third in a similar course autostart last week. Frame 

claims without rear shoes. 

6. ELEGANTE RIVER - Completed a grass walk up double at Vannes last 

month. In the mix on best autostart form. 

7. EMIR DU PRESSOIR - Infrequent winner who finished seventh in a stronger 

grade Toulouse autostart three days ago. Place chance eased in class. 

8. EDEN DU QUENNE - Fair 6.5L third at this level in a Vincennes autostart 

two outings back. Frame claims barefoot. 

9. EZIOR - Improved third in weaker company at Toulouse two weeks ago but 

unplaced in all twelve autostarts. Others preferred. 

Summary 

EDEN DU QUENNE (8) could be set for a forward showing after a fair third in 

this company at Vincennes two outings ago. Entitled to be in the mix racing 

barefoot. ELEGANTE RIVER (6) arrives in top form after a pair of grass walk 

up victories at Vannes. Holds claims back in an autostart. EDELZWIKER (5) is 

an each way contender after an improved third at this venue last week. ESPIT 

CHUPITOS (2) is a potential improver with a new shoeing combination. 

Selections 

EDEN DU QUENNE (8) - ELEGANTE RIVER (6) - EDELZWIKER (5) - ESPIT 

CHUPITOS (2)  



  

 

Race 3 

1. EAU PINLANDIA - Two DQs in previous three starts. Best watched for a new 

trainer. 

2. DROP DE CORDAY - Reached the placings in previous two easier driven 

affairs. Place chance up in class. 

3. FIRST TURGOT - Down the field at this level thirteen days ago. Hard to 

recommend. 

4. ENERGIE DE MAX - Three placings on this surface prior to a DQ on grass. 

Could bounce back to best form. 

5. DORLANDO DU VIVIER - Held ninth on grass on reappearance. Expected 

to improve considerably over this winning distance second up. 

6. GREYLINE - Runner up in better walk ups in previous two outings. Top 

chance over this winning journey. 

7. ESPOIR DE BELLOUET - 5L sixth at this level in a Bordeaux walk up eleven 

days ago. Place claims. 

8. FLY SPEED - Scored in a higher level Enghien walk up prior to a late DQ 

fifteen days ago at Vincennes. Attractive hope. 

9. DUO SEGUINEL - Consistent driven performer this term including a fourth 

in stronger company at Toulouse two weeks ago. Place claims. 

Summary 

GREYLINE (6) looks the one to beat after a brace of runner up efforts in 

stronger driven company. Key player. FLY SPEED (8) will have plenty of 

admirers having won a better grade walk up on penultimate outing. Attractive 

option after a late DQ when going well. DUO SEGUINEL (9) is an honest runner 

who deserves place respect. DORLANDO DU VIVIER (5) is expected to push 

forward second up with excellent form over this journey. 

Selections 

GREYLINE (6) - FLY SPEED (8) - DUO SEGUINEL (9) - DORLANDO DU 

VIVIER (5)  



  

 

Race 4 

1. GEORGIO BELLO - Nineteen race maiden who failed to complete in this grade on reappearance. Opposed. 

2. GIROUETTE JELOCA - Yet to win in 27 starts. Hard to enthuse after underwhelming three runs since resuming. 

3. GODFATHER DARBY - Improved second in a new shoeing combination at Toulouse fifteen days ago. Could find a 

placing. 

4. GOLAN HEIGHTS - Fair third in this company at Toulouse eighteen days previously. Each way claims. 

5. GATSBY DE BANVILLE - Hit or miss runner who won back-to-back walk ups prior to a pair of below par efforts in 

this class. Contender on best form. 

6. GIANT QUICK - 3.5L fourth in a weaker Toulouse autostart after three DQs in a row. Frame claims if completing. 

7. GIN MABON - Two wins from three track and trip runs and produced a good second on grass three weeks ago. Go 

well without rear shoes. 

8. GENTLEMAN SMART - 9L fifth in a weaker class Toulouse autostart second up. Something to find. 

9. GUEPIERE D'ERABLE - Held in both driven attempts since resuming but hopes pinned on a return to a track where 

she has won at previously. 

10. GAPELOU - Sixth in a better grade grass walk up six days ago but others are more reliable. 

11. GOLO KANTE - Beaten a long way in a Lyon-Parilly walk up nine days ago. Place opportunity if bouncing back to 

previous fair form since resuming. 

12. GAJAC - Worth forgiving a modest run at Toulouse with three strong runs in similar driven company previously. 

Respected. 

13. GOOD TIME - Four placings from six starts without shoes and a solid fourth in better company thirteen days ago. 

Player. 

14. GOLDEN WARRIOR - Failed to complete in both starts since resuming. Hard to trust currently. 

15. GIADA - Has won and finished second in her previous three starts in this grade. Notable runner. 

16. GALEHAUT AMERICA - Ultra consistent gelding who has finished in the placings twelve times from fourteen efforts 

without shoes. Top chance. 

17. GAYA DES ROSEAUX - Can forgive a DQ at Vichy last month with a victory in better company previously reading 

well. Go close. 

18. GATSBY - Placed in a stronger driven event at Vincennes two outings ago. Place option at attractive odds. 

Summary 

GALEHAUT AMERICA (16) arrives in top form without shoes. Has finished in the placings twelve times from fourteen 

attempts barefoot. Key player. GIADA (15) is a notable runner who has finished first and second in the previous three 

outings. Among the leading hopes. GAYA DES ROSEAUX (17) offers sound each way claims if bouncing back after a 

rare DQ. Has strong previous winning form. Keep GOOD TIME (13) safe for a placing on best form. 

Selections 

GALEHAUT AMERICA (16) - GIADA (15) - GAYA DES ROSEAUX (17) - GOOD TIME (13)  



  

 

Race 5 

1. HONGUESA - Winless after 20 starts but has placed on seven of those runs. 

Each way player.  

2. HASTORIA BLEUE - Inconsistent performances so far this campaign. Threat 

to all if building on a 1.75L third at Vincennes two outings ago.  

3. HODRIGO EVER - Nose winner at Vichy nineteen days ago. That was a 

good effort and can progress again. Shortlisted. 

4. HESTIA DES PLAINES - 1.25L second at a country track was a good effort. 

This looks more competitive but hard to rule out. 

5. HERMES D'ECROVILLE - Impressive 4.75L win at Toulouse two weeks ago. 

Deserves try in a higher level. Keep safe without shoes.  

6. HOLD UP SMART - Will be primed third-up after two modest efforts. Threat 

to all if able to re-find good form from last campaign. 

7. HENZO DE MOUTIERS - Running with credit in defeat recently. Needs to 

improve for win purposes but rates a solid place pick. Races barefoot. 

8. HELLO JO DARLING - Running with credit in defeat this campaign. 

Conditions should suit and holds each way claims. 

9. HYDROMEL - Powered home for a nose victory at Bordeaux eleven days 

ago in a similar level. Big chance of going back to back. 

10. HAMIRAL NELSON - Not at best the last twice but has placed on both 

previous attempts at this track. Each way hope. 

Summary 

HERMES D'ECROVILLE (5) went clear for impressive wide margin victory at 

Toulouse. The one to beat if improving again. HODRIGO EVER (3) stayed on 

well for nose victory at Vichy. Big chance if building on that. HYDROMEL (9) 

posted a career best when a narrow winner. Confidence will be boosted so keep 

safe. HONGUESA (1) is more exposed than most of these and remains a 

maiden. Has placed on seven occasions and looks a solid each way pick. 

Selections 

HERMES D'ECROVILLE (5) - HODRIGO EVER (3) - HYDROMEL (9) - 

HONGUESA (1)  



  

 

Race 6 

1. IZARA DES PLANS - DQ on reappearance but likely better judged on debut victory on only start last 

campaign. Consider. 

2. IGOR DU REGENCY - Impressive 4.25L winner at Abbeville and can keep progressing. Faces tougher 

test but worth holding safe.  

3. INDICE DE BRUYERE - Stayed on well for a nose success at Segre. Needs more upped in grade but 

is certainly progressive.  

4. IRIANNE DU TAILLON - Unfancied and DQ on reappearance eleven days ago. Happy to watch. 

5. ISTINGA BOCAIN - Could be anything following an impressive 2.75L victory at Montauban on debut 

33 days ago. Upped in grade but deservedly so. Big chance. 

6. INVICTUS NAR - Placed on both runs this campaign. Clearly in good form and has solid each way 

claims.  

7. INOLA DE BERTRANGE - Beaten a nose at Saint Galmier two starts ago but not at the same level at 

Vichy since. Needs to bounce back. 

8. ICARE DE ROCHE - Game winner of modest event two starts ago but only mid-field when upped to 

this grade since. Similar showing anticipated. 

9. IRINA DU VIVIER - Made winning debut but DQ second up. Now in a better race and will need to 

improve. 

10. INDIGO PLANCHETTE - Form of 0.75L win at Villeneuve-sur-Lot is questionable. Still a big effort on 

second career start. Easy to fancy. 

11. IT'S MAGIC PAN - Placed on debut but regressed in two starts since. Needs to find progression. 

12. INDIRA BELLA - Placed on only completion. Hard to trust but equally hard to rule out. 

13. IF ONLY FOR YOU - Back to back DQs recently and happy to oppose. 

14. IRASKA DUEM - DQ on debut a month ago. Market may prove best guide.  

15. INES DES CARREAUX - Looked limited in two starts so far. Happy to watch.  

16. IDA RUBINSTEIN - Uninspiring recent form figures and happy to oppose.  

Summary 

An open looking affair in which many have chances. ISTINGA BOCAIN (5) could be anything having made 

an impressive winning debut. Should only improve and looks the one to beat. IGOR DU REGENCY (2) 

powered clear for 4.25L victory. Worth keeping safe in a tougher contest. INVICTUS NAR (6) has placed 

on first two runs of the new campaign and will be primed third-up. Big chance. INDIGO PLANCHETTE 

(10) won on second career start. Place contender up in grade. 

Selections 

ISTINGA BOCAIN (5) - IGOR DU REGENCY (2) - INVICTUS NAR (6) - INDIGO PLANCHETTE (10)  



  

 

Race 7 

1. GANADOR - No better than mid-field so far this campaign and a similar showing looks likely.  

2. GYULA DU PATURAL - Resumes after four month absence. Market may prove best guide. 

3. GOOD NIGHT MY LOVE - Winner on sole completion from last three runs. Hard to entirely 

trust but has the ability to feature. Races barefoot. 

4. GIORGIO DE LOU - Stayed on into a place 20 days ago albeit still well beaten. Will need 

more to place again.  

5. GOLDEN GOOSE - Won three starts ago and good run next time but disappointing latest. 

Needs to be at best. 

6. GRAPPE D'ALBRET - Modest recent efforts and unlikely to factor. 

7. GORDON QUICK - Promising fourth six days ago in a better grade. Each way player. 

8. GEGE DE FROMENTEL - Has run with credit on each start this campaign. Each way hope.  

9. GAMINE CHARENTAISE - Disappointing efforts so far this campaign and unlikely to play 

much of a role.  

10. GRAAL DE FROMENTEL - Close second two starts ago stands out as a rare good run. 

Will need to be at best.  

11. GOLDEN VIKING - Impressive 4.25L winner at Chatelaillon two outings back. Big chance 

despite disappointing sixth at Toulouse since. Runs barefoot. 

12. GANGWAY - Well beaten when finishing fourth last week at this venue. Needs more.  

13. GASCON DECHAMBOU - Won five starts ago and placed on three of four runs since. Bold 

bid anticipated. 

14. GOLD DE CHOISEL - Can be excused a DQ as running with credit prior. Likely best judged 

on 3L second two starts ago. Keep safe. 

Summary 

GASCON DECHAMBOU (13) is thriving this campaign. Won five starts ago and has placed 

three times since. Can prove hard to beat. GOLDEN VIKING (11) impressed when a wide 

margin winner two outings back. Big chance if replicating. GOLD DE CHOISEL (14) had been 

running well prior to a DQ. Better expected and worth another chance. GEGE DE FROMENTEL 

(8) has run well on all efforts this campaign and looks an each way player. 

Selections 

GASCON DECHAMBOU (13) - GOLDEN VIKING (11) - GOLD DE CHOISEL (14) - GEGE 

DE FROMENTEL (8)  



  

 

Race 8 

1. DIX HUIT BRUMAIRE - Placed four starts ago in this grade but gone backwards subsequently. Needs 

to bounce back but does run barefoot.  

2. ETOLE DE BANVILLE - Placed on three of last four starts. Clearly in great form and has a big each 

way chance.  

3. DEAL VIERVIL - Placed four runs ago but regressed from that level subsequently. Needs more. 

4. ELITE ANGEL - Generally been below best this campaign. Unlikely to factor.  

5. ELITE DU DOLLAR - Unfancied and well beaten on reappearance eighteen days ago. Happy to watch. 

6. ESPOIR DU MENIL - Honest gelding that gets a sizeable drop in grade. Each way player.  

7. EPERON DE FRECA - 1.5L third at Eauze two starts ago was a good effort. DQ since but worth another 

try. Runs barefoot. 

8. DIABLE DE LAVAL - Well beaten on reappearance in a similar contest two weeks back. Easily 

opposed.  

9. ETOILE D'HAUFOR - Far from disgraced in better races the last twice and should appreciate this drop 

in grade. Each way player. 

10. DUC DU FORT - DQ on three of four runs this campaign. Goes well for this driver but hard to fancy at 

present.  

11. ELIZA BELLA - Modest efforts all starts this campaign and is easily opposed.  

12. DIS MOI TOUT - Placed on reappearance but failed to build upon that since. Each way hope if taking 

a step forward. 

13. DIAMANT DE BEYLEV - Midfield on recent starts in competitive affairs. Eased in grade and should 

finish closer as a result. Threat to all. 

14. DIXIT DU BOURG - Disappointing on last three starts. Needs to bounce back in a big way.  

15. ENJOY VICTORY - 1L winner at this track last week. Faces similar task and seems to suit this driver. 

Big chance.  

Summary 

ENJOY VICTORY (15) gamely held rivals for 1L success at this venue last week. That form reads well 

and should be hard to beat. ETOLE DE BANVILLE (2) has placed on three of last four starts. Clearly in 

good form and can give another bold showing. ESPOIR DU MENIL (6) holds a honest overall record and 

drops in grade. Threat to all. DIAMANT DE BEYLEV (13) has conditions to suit and looks an each way 

player. 

Selections 

ENJOY VICTORY (15) - ETOLE DE BANVILLE (2) - ESPOIR DU MENIL (6) - DIAMANT DE BEYLEV 

(13) 

 


